The motor layers of the superior colliculus (SC) are thought to specify saccade amplitude and direction, independent of initial eye position. However, recent evidence suggests that eye position can modulate the level of activity of SC motor neurons. In this study, we tested whether initial eye position has an effect on microstimulation-evoked saccade amplitude. High (>300 Hz) and low (<300 Hz) frequency microstimulation was applied to 30 sites in the rostral part of the SC of two monkeys while they fixated one of six different locations. We found that the amplitude of the evoked saccades decreased with more contralateral initial eye positions. This effect was more pronounced in low frequency-compared to high frequency-evoked saccades, although it was present for both. Replication of these findings in head-free experiments showed that the effect of initial eye position was not due to physical constraints imposed by the oculomotor range. In addition to the effect of eye position on saccade amplitude, we also observed an increase in saccade latency and a decrease in the probability that microstimulation would evoke a saccade for low frequency stimulation at more contralateral eye positions. These findings suggest that an eye position signal can contribute to the read-out of the SC. Models of the saccadic pulse-step generator may need revision to incorporate an eye position modulation at the input stage.
where a i is the activity of an individual neuron and w i is a weight corresponding to its preferred saccade vector. In this scheme, the votes are tallied as a proportion of the total activity. The site receiving the greatest proportional vote dictates the output, but the absolute level of activity at that site does not matter. Under this algorithm, only the site and not the strength of stimulation would affect the amplitude of the evoked saccade.
In contrast, if a weight sum saccade vector is calculated, the total quantity of votes is important:
With no normalization for the overall level of activity, saccade amplitude should scale not only with stimulation location but also with stimulation strength. Recruiting more neurons or driving them more vigorously would increase the number of votes and thus the length of the desired saccade vector. The dependence of saccade endpoint on stimulation parameters up to a certain number of stimulation pulses, as observed by Stanford et al. (1996) can be accounted for by a mechanism that calculates a weighted sum until a certain amount of activity has occurred, after which additional activity is ignored (Groh, 2001 ; see also Goossens and Van Opstal, 2006 for a detailed model).
Variations in the level of activity in the SC associated with a given movement do not just occur through variations in the strength of electrical stimulation, but occur naturally with changes in the
IntroductIon
The superior colliculus (SC) plays an important role in controlling orienting movements of the eyes. In primates, the SC is thought to contain a motor map in which a given location specifies a saccadic gaze shift (eye movement in space) with a particular direction and amplitude (Wurtz and Goldberg, 1971; Cynader and Berman, 1972) . Early electrical stimulation studies suggested that only the site of activity was important for specifying the amplitude and direction of saccades (Robinson, 1972; Schiller and Stryker, 1972) . However, several later studies suggested that the level of activity on this map may also play a role in saccade control (Van Opstal et al., 1990; Paré et al., 1994; Stanford et al., 1996) . For example, Stanford et al. (1996) showed that saccade amplitude was governed by the site of stimulation and did not depend on stimulation strength (number of pulses in a stimulation train) provided a certain minimum number of pulses were delivered. When the number of pulses dropped below that point, movements were smaller: saccade amplitude scaled with the number of stimulation pulses.
These studies have important implications for how the SC's activity is read-out, and in particular, the role of the level of activity in the read-out process. In producing an output signal, each SC neuron can be thought of as "voting" for its preferred saccade vector. There are several potential ways of tallying the votes. If a weighted average saccade vector is calculated, the output is
Effects of initial eye position on saccades evoked by microstimulation in the primate superior colliculus: implications for models of the SC read-out process position of the eyes in the orbits (Van Opstal et al., 1995; Paré and Munoz, 2001; Campos et al., 2006) . Peak firing rate of saccaderelated bursts was found to vary with the initial position of the eyes (Van Opstal et al., 1995) . Thus, although the site of activity is identical for saccades of identical vectors originating from different initial positions (Jay and Sparks, 1987) , the level of the activity changes. A related study extended this finding to body position (Nagy and Corneil, 2009 ). These observations suggest that postural factors influence the vigor of neural activity patterns in the SC and affect motor preparation (Corneil et al., 2007; Rezvani and Corneil, 2008) . Does eye position, by influencing the level of activity in the SC, affect the saccade command provided by the SC? Previous microstimulation studies in the monkey SC have suggested that eye position is not part of the saccade goal signal. Microstimulation of a given site at a sufficiently high frequency produces approximately fixed-vector eye movements, mostly independent of initial eye position (Robinson, 1972; Schiller and Stryker, 1972; Van Opstal et al., 1991; Hepp et al., 1993) . The modest eye position dependence observed in these studies appeared to be due to the limits imposed by the oculomotor range. In head-unrestrained animals, fixed-vector gaze shifts (combined eye-head movements are evoked when the combination of fixation position and site-specific saccade vector would entail a saccade terminating outside the actual (±40°) or commonly used (±20°) oculomotor range Freedman and Sparks, 1997a; Klier et al., 2001 ; but see Segraves and Goldberg, 1992) . A similar pattern has been observed in cats (Paré et al., 1994) .
We reasoned that the failure of these stimulation studies to find evidence for an effect of eye position on evoked saccade amplitude except when limited by the oculomotor range might have been due to the use of strong electrical stimulation. The normalization process invoked by such stimulation strengths might have served to remove the small modulation by eye position present naturally. Our results confirmed this hypothesis: saccades evoked by low frequency electrical stimulation showed eye position dependence, more so than was the case for saccades evoked by high frequency electrical stimulation. These findings provide constraints for models of how activity in the SC is converted into motor commands.
MaterIals and Methods anIMal preparatIon
Two adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, one female) served as subjects for these experiments. All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with the principles of laboratory animal care of the National Institutes of Health (publication 86-23, revised 1985) and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Duke University. Surgical procedures were conducted using suitable anesthesia and analgesics. Subjects underwent sterile surgery for the implantation of a head post holder, eye coil, and recording chamber. Prior to the experiments, subjects were trained to fixate and generate saccades to LEDs for liquid reward. During experimental sessions, electrical microstimulation was applied to the right SC of each subject. The present dataset consists of a total of 30 stimulation sites (20 in monkey C; 10 in monkey S).
experIMental desIgn and behavIoral task
During experimental sessions, each subject was seated in a primate chair (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD, USA) with its head restrained in a dimly lit room in front of an array of LEDs. Subjects performed a standard visually guided saccade task while a tungsten microelectrode (impedance between 0.9 and 1.5 MΩ at 1 kHz; FHC, Bowdoin, ME, USA) was advanced through to the SC using an oil hydraulic pulse motor microdrive (Narishige, East Meadow, NY, USA). Multi-unit activity was monitored using standard electrophysiological techniques, and microstimulation was applied at sites where saccade-related activity was observed. If saccades could be reliably evoked at short latency by low frequency (<300 Hz) microstimulation at 50 μA, the microstimulation experiment (see below) was conducted.
A schematic of the task used for the microstimulation experiment is shown in Figure 1B . On each trial, subjects were required to fixate one of five or six LEDs, spaced ∼5-6° apart between ∼15° to the left and ∼15° to the right of the midline along the horizontal meridian (fixation LED, see Figure 1A ; location values given are after a tangent screen correction was applied). These fixation positions were chosen to sample a reasonable amount of the oculomotor range without introducing orbital limitations to the amplitude of evoked saccades.
After fixating for 500 ms, the fixation LED was turned off and a stimulation train was applied for 150 ms following a short gap (50 ms). To allow subjects to receive a reward on each trial, but to dissociate the reward from any stimulation-induced behavior, a visual target was presented 300 ms after offset of the stimulation train (target LED, see Figure 1A ). The total time interval between fixation offset and target onset was 500 ms. Saccading to and maintaining fixation for 500 ms on the target LED resulted in a liquid reward. These targets were located 18.4° to the left and right of the midline, presented randomly. To prevent monkeys from anticipating the stimulation train, 20% (subject S) or 50% (subject C) of the trials consisted of catch trials, which were identical to the trials described above, except that no stimulation train was delivered during the 500-ms interval between fixation offset and target onset.
A typical experiment consisted of one session consisting of two blocks of 25-83 stimulation trials per site (see Table 1 ). Fixation location was chosen randomly on each trial. Constant current stimulation trains were generated using a Grass S88 stimulator in combination with Grass PSIU6 isolation units (Grass Technologies, West Warwick, RI, USA). Stimulation trains were fixed at 150 ms in duration and consisted of biphasic (alternating cathodal-leading) pulses (0.2 ms pulse duration, 0.1 ms inter-pulse interval) with an amplitude of 50 μA ( Figure 1C) . Frequency of microstimulation was constant within each block. In the first block, frequency was set to a frequency below 300 Hz that evoked saccades. This frequency was selected to be just above the threshold for eliciting a movement (based on a qualitative assessment). In the second block, frequency was set between 300 and 500 Hz, and usually at least 200 Hz higher than the low frequency block. Reversing this order in some sessions did not change the pattern of results.
head-free setup
In a subset of experiments (n = 12, 7 in monkey C and 5 in monkey S), following the session described above, we ran an identical session while subjects were free to move their heads. In these sessions, the sites were compared using a repeated measures t-test. All reported results were pooled over both subjects, but the same trends were present in the individual subjects.
results
In the present study, we looked at saccades evoked by electrical microstimulation in the deep layers of the monkey SC. Initial eye position was varied by making subjects fixate different locations in space before the onset of the stimulation train (see Figure 1) . Additionally, frequency of microstimulation could be either low (<300 Hz) or high (>300 Hz), while keeping all other stimulation parameters constant. A summary of characteristics of saccades evoked from each site is provided in Figure 2A shows the mean saccade vectors evoked from multiple initial eye positions by microstimulation in one example site in the SC. Stimulation in the right SC reliably evoked contralateral saccades in both the high (blue traces) and low (red traces) frequency conditions. electrode was first lowered into the SC to a stimulation site while the head was restrained. Then the electrode was glued to the guide tube to hold it in place, the microdrive was removed, and the head was released from restraint. Head movements were monitored using a coil that was rigidly attached to the head via a small plastic device mounted to the head post holder. The head coil was calibrated by manually rotating the head to point out known locations with a laser pointer attached to the same head-mounted device. Both eye-in-space and head-in-space movements could thus be monitored Klier et al., 2001; Walton et al., 2007; Choi and Guitton, 2009 ).
data analysIs
Data were stored and analyzed offline. Eye and head movement data were digitized at 500 Hz. Velocity criteria were used to detect saccade on-(27°/s) and offsets (25°/s). Only saccades that ended before offset of the stimulation train were included in the analyses. Very few saccades were excluded by this criterion: 98.5% of all saccades in the low frequency condition and 97.5% in the high frequency condition were included. All subsequent data analysis was performed in Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The mean values of the distributions over the population of stimulation high frequency stimulation, p < 0.0001) and using a paired t-test (t = 4.26, p < 0.001). In short, these data indicate that amplitude of the evoked saccades decreased with more contralateral initial eye position, and that this effect is significantly stronger for low compared to high frequency stimulation. Evoked saccades usually had a vertical component as well (see Figure 5A ), but this component did not depend consistently on the horizontal variation in initial eye position. Figure 4A shows the slopes of the vertical amplitude of evoked saccades as a function of initial eye position. The slopes clustered tightly around 0, and there was no consistent trend toward either upward or downward movement components with horizontal changes in fixation position. There was also no difference between low and high frequency stimulation ( Figure 4B ).
head MoveMents cannot account for the effects of InItIal eye posItIon on saccade aMplItude
It is important to consider whether the immobility of the head played a role in the observed effect of initial eye position on evoked saccade amplitude. It has previously been shown that saccades evoked by microstimulation in intermediate and caudal sites in the primate SC can be dependent on eye position (Stryker and Schiller, 1975; Freedman et al., 1996; Klier et al., 2001) , specifically under head-fixed conditions if the amplitude of the evoked gaze shift is beyond the oculomotor range, such that it would be accomplished by a combination of both eye and head movements under head-free conditions Klier et al., 2001) .
In a pattern ostensibly reminiscent of these studies, we observed that the dependence of evoked saccade amplitude on eye position under head-fixed conditions was greater for sites at which larger amplitude saccades were evoked on average. This was true for both To highlight the effect of initial eye position, Figure 2B shows the mean vectors evoked from the different fixation positions, aligned on the origin. For this site, both low and high frequency stimulation-evoked saccades with an eye position dependence, as can be seen by the dispersion of the evoked saccade vectors in both the upper and lower panels: the evoked saccades are shorter for more contralateral fixation positions. However, the effect was more pronounced for low frequency stimulation. For low frequency stimulation, the endpoints of the saccade vectors vary by about 6° across the span of tested fixation positions (upper panel), so that evoked saccade amplitude ranges from about 6° to 12°. For high frequency stimulation the range is about 4° (saccade amplitudes of about 9-13°, lower panel). Figure 2C shows the horizontal saccade amplitude for all saccades evoked from this site as a function of horizontal initial eye position for the low (red) and high (blue) frequency conditions. Linear regression revealed that the amplitude of the evoked saccades indeed decreased with more contralateral initial eye position (p < 0.0001). This decrease was more pronounced in saccades evoked by low, as compared to high frequency stimulation. Figures 2D-F show the amplitude of evoked saccades as a function of initial eye position for three additional sites, all of which showed the same pattern of a stronger eye position dependence for the lower stimulation frequency. (Note that there are also effects on the probability of evoking a saccade and its latency; these effects are considered in more detail in Figures 7 and 8) .
The effect of eye position on saccade amplitude was observed in the majority of stimulation sites, with 28 out of 30 sites (93.3%) showing a significant regression fits for low frequency stimulation and 24 out of 30 sites (80%) showing the effect for high frequency stimulation. Figure 3A shows a histogram of slopes of the regressions relating amplitude to initial eye position, for both high and low frequency stimulation, for all 30 sites. The slopes were significantly larger than 0 for both stimulation frequencies (low frequency, t = 5.72, p < 0.0001; high frequency, t = 2.53, p < 0.05). Figure 3B demonstrates that the slopes were steeper for low frequency of the head. First, in the current study we stimulated sites located fairly rostrally in the SC as evidenced by the relatively small amplitude of the evoked saccades (mean evoked amplitude was <20° in 83% of the sites; Figure 5A ; see also Table 1 ). Saccades smaller than 20° are usually not accompanied by head movements when the eyes start from central orbital positions . Second, and more importantly, the effect of initial eye position is greater for low frequency stimulation than for high frequency low and high frequency stimulation. Figure 5B plots the slope of the regression against the mean amplitude (pooled over all initial eye positions). Regression revealed a significant relation between the two measures (low frequency, r 2 = 0.60, p < 0.0001; high frequency, r 2 = 0.18, p < 0.05). However, several findings argue against the idea that the effect of eye position observed under head-fixed conditions in the present study is solely the result of a simple limit imposed by the restraint conditions. Figure 6A shows the amplitude of stimulation-evoked gaze saccades as a function of initial eye-in-head position in the low and high frequency in an example head-free session. The pattern of results is similar to that obtained under head-fixed conditions: amplitude decreases with more contralateral horizontal initial eye position, and the effect is stronger in the low, compared to the high frequency condition. Figure 6B shows the histogram of slopes across all sites. Slopes were significantly larger than 0 for both stimulation frequencies (low frequency: t = 3.24, p = 0.008; high frequency: t = 2.61, p = 0.024). The difference in slope between low and high frequency stimulation skews toward positive values, indicating that slopes were steeper stimulation: the slopes relating evoked amplitude to initial eye position are steeper for low than for high frequency stimulation (Figure 3B) , even though the amplitudes of low frequency-evoked saccades are slightly smaller. This trend is shown across the population in Figure 5B . If the eye position effect was the result solely of head restraint, one would expect the opposite pattern, i.e., that it would be more pronounced in high frequency-evoked saccades because these are larger in amplitude.
To verify that the results did not depend solely on head restraint, we repeated the experiment while the head was unrestrained in a subset of sites (n = 12). This allowed us to investigate whether the observed eye position dependence was present under head-free More tellingly, no consistent head movements were evoked by the stimulation train. Figure 6D shows both head and eye position over the duration of the stimulation train, averaged over all trials that evoked a saccade, for each site. Positive values indicate ipsilateral movements, negative values contralateral ones. For display for low frequency stimulation than for high frequency stimulation (t = 2.31, p = 0.041; Figure 6C ). These findings are in line with our findings in the head-fixed sessions, indicating that the effect of initial eye position on saccade amplitude is not simply the result of fixing the head. purposes, only data from the high frequency condition are shown, and onset of the traces is aligned to 0°. In contrast to eye movements, head movements typically evoked slow drifting movements without consistent direction. Eye movements were evoked at every site, but consistent head movements were only evoked at 2 out of 12 sites (17%). This demonstrates that the effects of initial eye position are unlikely to be due to an inability to physically execute the saccade commanded at each site.
effects of InItIal eye posItIon and frequency of MIcrostIMulatIon on saccade latency and probabIlIty
In addition to the effects of initial eye position and frequency on evoked saccade amplitude, which were directly related to the goals of this study, we also noticed some additional patterns in the data relating to latency. Specifically, we found that the effects of initial eye position on saccade amplitude were closely paralleled by effects on saccade latency: latency increased linearly with more contralateral initial eye position (i.e., the latency to evoke saccades was longer for more contralateral fixation positions). Again, this effect was stronger in the low compared to the high frequency condition. Slopes were significantly below 0 in both conditions (low frequency, t = −9.31, p < 0.0001; high frequency, t = −5.17, p < 0.0001; Figure 7A ). Figure 7B shows the distribution of differences in slope between the low and high frequency conditions for each stimulation site. The population of slopes is significantly biased toward negative values (t = −8.55, p < 0.0001), confirming a stronger effect on latency in the low frequency vs. the high frequency condition. Note that smaller amplitudes for more contralateral saccades cannot simply be explained by longer latencies combined with truncation of the saccade upon termination of the stimulation train. Rarely were saccades not completed before the offset of the stimulation train (on average, 1.5% of all saccades in the low frequency condition and 2.5% in the high frequency condition) and these were distributed evenly over initial eye positions, and excluded from the analyses.
These data suggest a higher threshold for eliciting saccades at more contralateral initial eye positions. Indeed, we found that eye position also affected the probability of evoking a saccade.
To quantify this, we performed a regression of the proportion of trials that evoked a saccade as a function of fixation LED location. Figure 8A shows the histogram of slopes obtained from this analysis, indicating that the probability of evoking a saccade decreased as a function of more contralateral fixation LED location in the low frequency condition (t = 5.59, p < 0.0001), but not in the high frequency condition (t = 0.1, p > 0.05). The difference in slope between low and high frequency condition is shown in Figure 8B .
effects of frequency of MIcrostIMulatIon on saccade dynaMIcs
Changes in saccade amplitude are normally associated with changes in duration and peak velocity. Specifically, duration increases linearly as a function of saccade amplitude, and velocity increases non-linearly, saturating for high amplitude saccades. These relations are known as the main sequence (Bahill et al., 1975) . Figure 9 plots the average duration and peak velocity of high and low frequency-evoked saccades, as well as visually evoked saccades to the target LED, as a function of amplitude (binned in 5° bins). The figure shows that stimulation-evoked saccades have similar dynamics to visually evoked saccades: both duration ( Figure 9A ) and peak velocity ( Figure 9B ) scale with amplitude as predicted by the main sequence. Consistent with the findings of Stanford et al. (1996) , low frequency-evoked saccades had slightly lower peak velocity and longer duration than saccades evoked by high frequency stimulation.
dIscussIon
We show that initial eye position affects the amplitude of saccades evoked by electrical microstimulation of the monkey SC: saccades starting at more contralateral eye positions are smaller in amplitude, are less reliably evoked, and have a longer latency. The magnitude of these effects are influenced by the frequency of microstimulation, with lower frequency stimulation evoking saccades whose amplitude depends more strongly on initial eye position (although both high and low stimulation frequencies did show the effect). unlike previous demonstrations of eye position effects (Paré et al., 1994; Freedman et al., 1996; Freedman and Sparks, 1997a; Klier et al., 2001) , the effects observed in the present study were not compensated for by head movements.
Where does the sc's eye posItIon sensItIvIty coMe froM?
Effects of eye position on SC activity are logical given the prevalence of eye position signals in areas that provide input to the SC. The SC receives feedback from the tegmental structures in the oculomotor pathway (e.g., Corvisier and Hardy, 1991; Chen and May, 2000 ; for review see, Sparks and Hartwich-Young, 1989) , where eye position sensitivity is present in the tonic and perhaps burst patterns of the burst, tonic, or burst-tonic neurons (e.g., Keller, 1974; Sylvestre and Cullen, 1999; Ling et al., 2007) . The SC also receives input from oculomotor regions of the cerebellum (Roldan and Reinoso-Suarez, 1981 ; for review see Sparks and Hartwich-Young, 1989) . The cerebellum has been theorized Although it might seem somewhat unexpected that saccades evoked by high frequency stimulation also showed an effect of initial eye position, this is not necessarily a discrepancy with previous studies (Robinson, 1972; Schiller and Stryker, 1972; Van Opstal et al., 1991; Hepp et al., 1993) for several reasons. First, our study differed in that we employed a novel quantitative analysis, and the effects in previous studies might actually be quite comparable. Second, it is also quite possible that our high frequency stimulation condition was not always as effective as the high frequency stimulation used in other studies. In particular, we may not have optimized the depth of the electrode in the SC to minimize the stimulation threshold as successfully as other studies have, so our high frequency stimulation may have been closer to threshold than is typical in other studies.
Importantly, the observed effect is not the result of physical constraints imposed by the oculomotor range, or of saccades ending prematurely because the stimulation train was too short. Moreover, to play a role in adjusting the saccade command to different conditions, such as those related to compensation for orbital position or the adjustments to saccade amplitude characteristic of saccade adaptation.
In addition, many of the structures that provide sensory or descending input to the SC (Fries, 1984) also show eye position sensitivity. Perhaps most significantly, lateral intraparietal area LIP was recently shown to employ a composite of different reference frames: receptive fields of most neurons did not maintain a fixed relationship to the direction of the eyes (Mullette-Gillman et al., 2005 ). Thus, the input arriving at the SC from LIP is strongly affected by eye position, as originally noted by Andersen and Mountcastle (1983) . Visual cortex, another area that projects to the SC, is also influenced by eye position (Trotter and Celebrini, 1999) . Inputs also arrive to the SC from areas in the auditory pathway where eye position affects activity WernerReiss et al., 2003; Porter et al., 2006; Maier and Groh, 2010) . Somatosensory responses in the SC are sensitive to eye position (Groh and Sparks, 1996a,b,c) , which may be related to eye positionrelated signals in somatosensory cortex (Zhang et al., 2008) , some regions of which project to the SC (Fries, 1984) .
IMplIcatIons for the sc read-out
Our findings, together with the earlier findings concerning eye position modulation of SC activity (Van Opstal et al., 1995; Campos et al., 2006) as well as those concerning the effects of stimulation in the SC (Van Opstal et al., 1990; Stanford et al., 1996) , provide constraints for models of how the SC is read-out and how it interacts with the saccadic pulse-step generator.
Many models concerning the transformation of signals from the SC into motor commands have been proposed, and the following issues are paramount: First, do variations in the level of activity in the SC affect its output, or does only the location of activity in the SC matter? In an elegant study varying the number of pulses of electrical stimulation, Stanford et al. (1996) showed that when the number of pulses was comparatively low, the amplitude of evoked saccades scaled with pulse count, but for higher pulse counts the evoked amplitude reached a plateau. The level of that plateau was site-specific. This pattern of results has been interpreted as indicating that a normalization mechanism to eliminate variations in activity level operates by converting each cell's contribution to a "percent of total" when activity levels are high overall, but not when they are low (Groh, 2001) .
A second important issue is what kind of goal signal does the SC produce? In Robinson's original model (Robinson, 1975) , the oculomotor pulse-step generator receives an input specifying desired eye position. Later models use inputs postulated to come from the SC specifying change in eye position (known as eye displacement models; e.g., Jürgens et al., 1981; Tweed and Vilis, 1985; Scudder, 1988;  for review see Scudder et al., 2002) . Such eye displacement models have been extended to incorporate findings suggesting that the SC's output specifies change in eye position with respect to the body (or possibly the world) rather than change in eye position with respect the head (Freedman and Sparks, 1997a,b) . However, to our knowledge, no existing models involve a mixed reference frame goal signal, although an SC read-out involving a combination of eye-in-head and eye displacement was suggested by Van Opstal et al. (1995) . Because the amount of force required to move the eyes a given distance depends on initial eye position, the eye displacement models all do incorporate an eye position signal, but at a later stage where the motor neuron discharge pattern is formed. Figure 10 suggests a possible explanation for our findings, assuming the output of the SC provides a pure eye displacement command signal. When saccades are elicited naturally by visual targets at a particular retinal location from two different initial eye positions (Figures 10A,B) , the site of activity in the SC is the same for both target/eye position combinations (colored spots on schematic SC map; Figure 10Aii) . Because of the eye position modulation, the level of activity is different for the two initial eye positions (indicated by different shades of red on Figures 10Aii,Bii) . This eye position signal must be removed by the read-out mechanism, which does so by extracting only the site of activity, independent of its overall level. A weighted average mechanism operating on SC activity accomplishes the necessary normalization for the level of activity, and produces a signal that is related only to the target displacement and not to initial eye position (schematically indicated by the same number of spikes at the SC output stage in Figures 10Aiii,Biii) . Later, an eye position signal (different numbers of spikes for each eye position; Figures 10Aiv,Biv) is added back in so that the motor command correctly compensates for eye position when generating the pattern of force needed to drive the eyes from different starting positions (different number of spikes for each eye position; Figures 10Av,Bv) . (It should be noted that removing an eye position signal just to add it back later would seem inefficient, but this step is necessary under the assumption that the pulse-step generator operates on a pure eye displacement command signal. As such, its lack of plausibility casts doubt on the plausibility of this class of models).
Figures 10C,D suggest how this circuit might operate in response to microstimulation, and illustrates the additional assumptions necessary to account for our findings in the context of an eye displacement model. The first assumption is that the SC neurons activated by the stimulation electrode continue to show an eye position modulation as well as being directly driven by the stimulation train. This produces a hill of activity that varies in level for different initial eye positions, as it does for visually guided saccades (Figure 10Cii) . This, by itself, would not produce the observed pattern of evoked saccades, because the normalization process that eliminates any contribution of activity level would remove this eye position influence. But the studies of Paré et al. (1994) , Stanford et al. (1996) , and Van Opstal et al. (1995) suggested that such normalization only occurs for stronger levels of stimulation. These studies showed that the saccades evoked by SC stimulation were invariant to changes in stimulation parameters, and thus to changes in the overall amount of activity either in terms of number of neurons or firing rate of those neurons, but only when the stimulation parameters were quite strong. This pattern implied a normalization mechanism that is invoked only when the level of activity is comparatively high (Groh, 2001) . Thus, we make the second assumption that the stimulation applied in our experiments is too weak to fully invoke the normalization for activity level. The output of the SC would then vary with eye position (as indicated by the schematic of spike trains at the SC output stage; Figures 10Ciii,Diii) and a weighted average (Robinson, 1972; Schiller and Sandell, 1983; Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1986; Lee et al., 1988) . The stimulation study of Stanford et al. (1996) showed that stimulation-induced activity in the SC is not always fully normalized, especially when lower levels of activity are present. Groh (2001) proposed a model for how this might be implemented in the read-out (the summation-with-saturation model). Thus, different degrees of normalization of SC activity can occur under different circumstances. When activity is low as it is in low frequency stimulation, the resulting saccade vectors would vary with eye position as well (Figures 10Cvi,Dvi) . The saccades would also be shorter than the site-specific amplitude of the site -a prediction that we did not test for in our current study.
Is this normalization scheme plausible? Although early models calculated a weighted sum of SC activity (Van Gisbergen et al., 1987; Scudder, 1988; Van Opstal and Van Gisbergen, 1989) a variety of stimulation and inactivation studies quickly suggested that at least under some conditions the output resembles The stimulation-evoked activity is too weak to trigger normalization, so the output is lower and is not invariant across eye positions [different numbers of spikes in (Ciii) and (Diii); and fewer spikes than the corresponding (Aiii) and (Biii)]. The motor command that is generated does not have the correct number of spikes to bring the eyes all the way to the (non-existent) target (Cv and Dv), and the saccades fall short by amounts that depend on eye position (Cvi and Dvi).
model assumes the positive correlation between eye position and movement fields reported by Van Opstal et al. (1995) and Campos et al. (2006) . However, an additional assumption is needed to account for the frequency dependence in our stimulation results, specifically that the "clamping" of firing rate is more effective at low than high frequencies of stimulation, and thus the removal of the natural eye position signal during low frequency stimulation is more complete than it is at high frequency stimulation. This may be implausible. In addition, this model involves a saccadic pulse step generator that employs a mixed reference frame goal signal. Neither model specifically accounts for changes to the main sequence (low frequency stimulation produced movements of a slightly slower velocity for a given amplitude) or the effects on saccade latency or probability at different eye positions. Future models will need to reconcile all these experimental findings.
an alternatIve account
An alternative view of the eye position sensitivity evident in SC neurons is that this sensitivity might represent a bias in favor of re-centering the eyes in the orbits (Paré and Munoz, 2001) . Under this view, subjects exhibit a bias in favor of generating a saccade back toward the center of the orbits, even when the target is not necessarily in that direction. Paré and Munoz (2001) proposed that the eye position modulation they observed was related to this re-centering bias: when the movement field of the neuron includes the straight ahead position because the eyes are currently deviated to the ipsilateral side, neural activity is higher than when the eyes are on the contralateral side. When a potential saccade target lies within the movement field of an SC neuron, it can exhibit a low-level of firing, even if that target is not eventually chosen (Glimcher and Sparks, 1992) . In other words, suppose a neuron has a movement field encoding 10° leftward movements. When the eyes are fixated 10° to the right, the movement field lies at the straight ahead (in space) position. If subjects have a bias to return to the straight ahead position, this neuron would tend to fire in at least a low-level way. This low-level activity during periods of fixation would appear to be correlated with eye position although it would really be correlated with the combination of fixation position, movement field position, and the subject's individual biases for saccading to particular positions.
The results of Campos et al. (2006) and Van Opstal et al. (1995) could be reconciled with this theory as well if one assumes that the determining factor is not necessarily a re-centering bias but instead the odds of a saccade in a given direction from a given eye position more generally. This could account for the differences in the relationship between the direction of "preferred" eye positions and movement fields across studies. In some paradigms or perhaps individual monkeys, a re-centering bias could predominate, producing an inverse correlation between eye position and movement field locations (Paré and Munoz, 2001 ). This might be especially true in a rewarded task where the monkey might weigh the odds of different target locations. Even if target locations are nominally evenly distributed, as they were in our study and that of Paré and Munoz (2001) , the monkey might occasionally prefer returning to a more central fixation position to be ready for the next trial.
In other circumstances, a tendency to make corrective saccades might predominate. A corrective saccade in the same direction as the previous saccade would produce the opposite relationship between variations in activity level due to eye position affect the output to a greater degree than when the activity is high due to high frequency stimulation.
A variation on this model would ascribe the absence/presence of an eye position signal in the output of the SC to a stronger presence of eye position signals during periods of fixation than during the endogenously generated saccade-related burst. Paré and Munoz (2001) and Campos et al. (2006) reported a more consistent eye position effect during periods of fixation than during the burst of activity associated with saccades. Since stimulation occurs during periods of fixation, the eye position signal may be effectively stronger during stimulation-evoked bursts than during visually evoked bursts in SC neurons. If this is the case, then perhaps there is little or no normalization for both visually guided and stimulation-evoked saccades, but the eye position signal is stronger for the latter.
An assumption of the model is that eye position gain fields are anti-correlated with the saccade vector tuning of cells in the SC. In other words, neurons show increased activity for ipsilateral fixation positions but contralateral saccade targets. This is in agreement with the findings of Paré and Munoz (2001) , who reported a negative correlation between eye position modulation and the direction of the movement fields. However, there is disagreement in the literature on this point. Both Van Opstal et al. (1995) and Campos et al. (2006) reported a positive correlation between the direction of the movement field and the eye position gain field. In the interests of exploring whether a different formulation of the model could reconcile our results with those of Van Opstal et al. (1995) and Campos et al. (2006) we considered an alternative possibility. Figures 11A,B show cases in which the gain field is correlated with the direction of the saccade vector, and this eye position influence is not removed by normalization during the SC read-out process. Instead, the SC normally produces an output that varies with eye position, and this serves as input to a premotor circuit that uses a mixed reference frame goal signal. Thus, although the SC produces a different output for retinally identical targets from different fixation positions, accurate saccades are generated. It is possible that no additional eye position signal is needed, so this component (Figures 10A-Div) is omitted.
If stimulation (Figures 11C,D) simply adds to eye positiondependent signals as postulated in the first scheme, this mechanism would not produce an eye position dependence in stimulationevoked saccades. But if stimulation serves to clamp SC activity at a firing rate dictated solely by the stimulation train, then the eye position signal would be removed during stimulation. This would produce saccades whose vector varies with eye position, because the eye position signal, now missing, is a necessary component of the output.
Neither of these models fully match existing data or theories, partly because of discrepant findings in the literature. The first model agrees with the reported negative correlation between the direction of the eye position modulation and movement fields from one study (Paré and Munoz, 2001 ) but is therefore in disagreement with the two others that found a positive correlation (Van Opstal et al., 1995; Campos et al., 2006) . This model can account for the larger effect of eye position in saccades evoked by low frequency as compared to high frequency stimulation. The second eye position and the next saccade, and thus a positive correlation between eye position and movement field locations (Van Opstal et al., 1995; Campos et al., 2006) . This might be especially likely in a natural scanning paradigm such as that used by Van Opstal, and Campos et al. In short, if eye position sensitivity patterns reflect intentions regarding the next movement, these might well differ across individuals or paradigms. Several studies have shown that SC neurons are sensitive to target probability and number, factors that influence intention Wurtz, 1997, 1998) . Teasing these issues apart would involve a study in which these parameters are manipulated and the effect on eye position modulations in the SC observed.
In any event, whether the eye position modulation in the SC reflects a signal necessary for preparing a correct motor command or a more ancillary signal reflecting a predisposition to generate a saccade in a particular direction in the coming moments, this eye position modulation has an effect on the eye movement that is produced by microstimulation and thus has the potential to contribute to the SC's read-out under normal circumstances.
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I thank Joost Maier for data collection, for assistance with data analysis, and for preparing drafts of earlier versions of this manuscript. In addition, Tom Heil provided technical assistance with the head-free setup, Jessi Cruger provided assistance with animal care, and Nick del Grosso assisted with animal training. I thank Valeria Caruso, Kurtis Gruters, and Daniel Pages for helpful comments on the manuscript. This work was supported by R01 NS50942 and NSF 0415634 to Jennifer M. Groh. Figure 10 , the level of activity in the SC normally varies with eye position (ii), but here this variation is reflected in the computation of the SC's output signal (iii). Another difference is that the eye position signal in the SC is positively, rather than negatively, correlated with the movement field/site of activation, so that the number of spikes in the output is higher for more contralateral fixation positions. The combined eye amplitude-eye position signal derived from SC activity might be sufficient to guide the motor command (iv). (C,D) Microstimulation in the SC might serve to remove this eye position signal, by clamping the firing rate in a pattern dictated by the microstimulation train (ii). The output of the SC would then be the same across different eye positions (iii). The lack of an eye position component in the output signal would cause eye movements to vary with eye position (iv).
